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The Aetiology of Mental Illnesses

During the 19th century concepts concerning the aetiology of mental illnesses were changing. The idea that they were due to a disturbance in the chemistry of the body was gradually developing, (Conolly\textsuperscript{1} 1856 and Thudicham\textsuperscript{2} 1884) but despite the advanced and progressive ideas of psychiatrists a hundred years ago, today our understanding of the aetiology of schizophrenia appears to be no more clear than it was then. Freud\textsuperscript{3} said, 'The future may teach us how to exercise a direct influence by means of particular chemical substances on the apparatus of the mind' but it is not for this viewpoint that he is remembered.

In this century psychiatry has largely followed schools of thought which, by considering illnesses in abstract terms, have avoided the basic difficulty of requiring a knowledge of the neurobiological basis of cerebral functioning. Although this lack of knowledge has been a limitation, it has not prevented biochemical investigations into the aetiology of schizophrenia, particularly with the object of detecting metabolic

ORTHOMOLECULAR PSYCHIATRY errors in body fluids and tissues, but there can be few areas of biochemical research which abound with as many conflicting and contradictory reports as that concerned with schizophrenia.

Many of the investigations have not been documented in sufficient detail to enable a proper assessment of them to be made and there is a great need for well controlled and scientifically designed experiments to clarify the position in a number of areas.

In this paper reference is made to selected topics of research which are not exhaustive nor even proved to be relevant to the aetiology of schizophrenia but which appear to merit further attention. In considering these it is important to emphasize two points.

Firstly, that the terms used in psychiatry have evolved with the structure and practice of this discipline and lack a precise definition. Such is the case when referring to schizophrenia, Richter.\textsuperscript{4} It can be used with such different meanings that in any research, it is necessary to qualify the term, as well as one can in the absence of tests—to specifically diagnose the condition and quantify the symptoms.
Secondly, it is important to appreciate that there are many factors whose effect on body chemistry must be considered before differences between schizophrenics and other people can correctly be attributed to the disease, Horwitt, and Kety. Variables, such as differences in sex, diet or therapy have in the past influenced findings which were purported to be associated with the aetiology of the disease. In this symposium Mosher (page 60) has cited two investigations which serve as examples where failure to take account of a vital factor has resulted in an incorrect interpretation being put on the data.

A Biochemical Derangement

Today there is still a divergence of opinion about the contribution of genetic, biochemical and environmental factors to the aetiology of schizophrenia but cannot be logically disputed that schizophrenia is the result of a biochemical derangement.

Although the details are obscure there is considerable evidence to support the belief that schizophrenia has a genetic basis, (Shield) also it is known that metabolism is under the influence of genes Stanburg. Genes exert their effects by directing the synthesis of enzymes, (Beadle and Tatum) which can exist in different molecular forms known as isoenzymes and other proteins.

Environmental factors also influence the body chemistry through the nervous system. The weight which is placed on genetic as distinct from environmental factors is empirical. For example, in vitamin deficiency diseases emphasis is placed on environmental factors because everyone has the genetic disposition to develop the disease (but only if the diet is sufficiently lacking in vitamins); in contrast emphasis is put on genetic factors in phenylketonuria where the genetic defect is comparatively rare and the aggravating agency, dietary phenylalanine, is universal in the normal diet.

In between these extremes there are many conditions, often common ones such as schizophrenia, which are more difficult to understand because people may have the appropriate genetic makeup without developing the condition.

It would seem that some change is produced by an environmental factor on a biochemical pathway which because of a genetic defect(s), is limited in the extent to which it can adjust itself. Because of this other routes of metabolism become operative and thus the environmental factor can trigger off a chain of events.

At some point changes occur in the central nervous system which result in the production of schizophrenic symptoms. It appears that the brain and nervous system have a limited way of responding to metabolic variations so that a number of basically different defects may be expressed finally through common pathways.

It is feasible that in schizophrenia a number of different conditions may be ultimately differentiated, all of which give rise to a common symptomatology. This would be consistent with the idea that schizophrenia is not a discrete disease entity. A general hypothesis stating that schizophrenia is the result of metabolic defects associated with specific isoenzyme activity could be formulated.

DMPE Present in Schizophrenia

It would be an advantage if individuals in the population having the genetic constitution to develop schizophrenia could be identified. It was from this viewpoint that our investigations were started following a report, (Friedhoff) that in a small series of people there was a substance, stated to be DMPE, present in the schizophrenics but not in normal individuals.

Investigations of schizophrenics and their families showed that by our methods we were unable to distinguish between the unaffected relatives of schizophrenics and
other mentally normal individuals, Bourdillon and Ridges. However, we were able to demonstrate, under double blind conditions, that there was material in the urine of some schizophrenics which could not be found in patients with other psychiatric diagnoses nor in normal individuals, Bourdillon et al. Using a large number of patients this association was shown to be highly significant. (See table I.)

The material which was located as a pink spot on chromatograms was carefully defined in relation to its properties on solvent extraction at a specified pH, ultraviolet absorption spectrum, Rf in various solvent systems and staining reactions. Together these characteristics were not considered to constitute a positive identification, although other workers were ready to identify pink spot as DMPE and to equate other pink staining materials having distinct characteristics with 'pink spot', Williams, Boulton et al., Stabenau, et al.

As with other biochemical research into schizophrenia, contradiction and confliction of evidence has made it difficult for workers not acquainted with the field to ascribe a definite validity and value to the findings. In addition to variables already mentioned, methodology has undoubtedly contributed to the confusion.

We have compared our methods with those used by other workers and have found that those who reported positive findings for normal urine were using procedures (Takesada et al.) which separated more material isographic with DMPE on chromatograms than did our method. This material can be separated from pink spot and when this is done pink spot is only found to be present in schizophrenics. Our findings indicate that the material responsible for these reports of positives in urines from control subjects is of dietary origin.

Pink Spot Found Most in Acutely Disturbed Patients

Throughout our studies our results have been consistent. Our data has been subjected to a multifactorial analysis which in-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>INCIDENCE OF PINK SPOT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pink Spot Rating</td>
<td>Impossible Positive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mentally normal individuals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric patients, mostly acute and not on drugs. (All selected and rated by same psychiatrist)*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophrenics (excluding paranoid schizophrenics)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paranoid schizophrenics</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-schizophrenics</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatric patients, more chronic than in above group. (Selected by case sheet diagnosis-large proportion on drugs.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-paranoid schizophrenics</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paranoid schizophrenics</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schizophreniform syndromes</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-schizophrenics</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Non-paranoid vs. Paranoid Chi² — 20.18; d.f. = 1; p < 0.001 Non-paranoid vs. Control p = 8.06 X 10^-32 Non-paranoid with paranoid Chi² = 19.16; d.f. = 1; p < 0.001 Non-paranoid with non-schizophrenics, Chi² = 27.05; d.f. = 1; p < 0.001
eluded as variable, urine pH and volume, creatinine excretion, presence of other materials on the chromatogram, hospital, age, sex, duration of hospitalization and symptomatology, etc. Although we have paid much attention to the possibility that other factors may be responsible for our findings, we have not been able to explain the association which we found in terms of any factors other than schizophrenia, Bourdillon and Ridges, Ridges et al., Ridges and Harper, and Ridges.

Our initial studies comprised:

1. Mentally normal individuals including hospital patients with general medical conditions, liver disease and chronic neurological conditions.

2. Schizophrenics, many of whom were acutely disturbed and who had never received drugs or who were not receiving drugs at the time of testing (expt. par. 1). All were carefully selected and assessed by a single psychiatrist.

3. Patients selected by case sheet diagnosis. This group, whose diagnoses had been made by a number of different psychiatrists, was divided into schizophrenics, schizophreniform syndromes (where an alternative diagnosis to schizophrenia had been raised) and other diagnoses (expt. par. 2).

These and other studies have led us to make the following generalizations with regard to the type of patients who were pink spot positive. Pink spot was found most frequently in acutely disturbed patients, especially those having Schneider's first rank symptoms, (Schneider) table II and rarely in patients whose conditions had become chronic.

Although pink spot was excreted by some paranoid schizophrenics it was most commonly associated with those schizophrenics who did not display any paranoid symptoms. Consequently the incidence of pink spot excretion varies according to the population of schizophrenics included in an investigation.

Drug Therapy Reduces Chances of Finding Pink Spot

Pink spot has been found in the urine of patients who are known never to have received any therapy. Its excretion is influenced by the drug therapy of the patients in that therapy reduces the chances of finding pink spot in the urine, Ridges and Harper. This is not merely because of the increased difficulty in interpreting chromatograms due to the presence of drug metabolites in much greater amounts than pink spot (as reflected in the large number of cases reported as "impossible to assess" (table I), longitudinal studies of patients who excreted pink spot prior to any medication have been found to cease to do so within days of the initiation of therapy. We have no evidence to support the view that DMPE or drug metabolites are responsible for our findings (Ridges and Harper, Bourdillon and Ridges) as some workers have suggested, Steinberg and Robinson, and Seigel and Tefft.

To date it has not been possible to positively identify pink spot, a major difficulty being the shortage of samples from acutely disturbed and previously untreated patients. It is known that the pink spot material from paper chromatograms, when investigated by more sophisticated

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schneider rating</th>
<th>Pink Spot status</th>
<th>Impossible to assess</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impossible</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II
PINK SPOT EXCRETION IN SCHIZOPHRENICS IN RELATION TO SCHNEIDER'S FIRST RANK SYMPTOMS
techniques can be resolved into a number of distinct substances which are methylated and methoxylated compounds chemically similar to the catecholamines.

In a pilot study we have found that in schizophrenics who excrete pink spot, larger amounts of dopamine than normal appear to be excreted in their urine and levels of dopamine show considerable fluctuation.

It seems, therefore, that there may be in the schizophrenics who excrete pink spot, some differences in the metabolism of catecholamines. In view of our findings and known facts such as the intimate involvement of catecholamines in the transmission of nerve impulses, and the psychosis produced in some individuals by the administration of L-dopa, we are of the opinion that investigation of catecholamine metabolism in schizophrenia merits further attention.

An Elevation of Catecholamine Excretion in Acute Schizophrenia; No Such Change in Chronic Schizophrenia

Although there is suggestive evidence that a relationship exists between catecholamine metabolism and mental illness, a precise relationship has not been demonstrated, (Bourdillon and Ridges, Kety, Stern and McDonald). Emotional stress can increase catechol excretion in mentally normal individuals. There is some evidence to indicate that there may be an elevation of catecholamine excretion in acute schizophrenia whereas no such changes occur in chronic schizophrenia, Bergsman.

Other workers have demonstrated that in schizophrenia there is an increased excretion of catecholamines during periods of increased motor activity, anxiety and tension (Bertlet et al., Brune and Pscheidt, Brune et al., Pscheidt et al.) as if the level of urinary catechol is governed by sympathetic activity. Emotional factors could modify catecholamine excretion whilst the overall metabolism might still appear normal in schizophrenics.

Other workers, (Mattock et al.) studying the dynamic aspects of catecholamine metabolism by measuring the levels of adrenaline, noradrenaline, dopamine, metanephrine and normetanephrine and their conjugates in a single urine sample, concluded that dopamine is synthesised normally in schizophrenia but is metabolised to give abnormally high concentrations of noradrenaline and in turn adrenaline. The increased concentration of adrenaline may produce stimulation of the processes leading to conjugation and possibly removal of the excess adrenaline by an abnormal process.

Another report states that a route of dihydroxyphenylalanine metabolism operative particularly in pathological conditions involves transamination and methylation, (Smith). There exists the possibility that in schizophrenia the stress mechanism may be faulty and that an abnormal metabolite may be formed.

Changes in Catecholamine Metabolites

Such changes in catecholamine metabolites may be paralleled by alterations in indolealkylamine metabolism and it would be of considerable value to consider both classes of compounds in relation to each other for both may be significant in the pathogenesis of schizophrenia, Tonimukai, et al. Evidence has been provided which indicates that these indolealkylamines are
deranged in schizophrenia and bufotenin has been reported to be found in the urine of schizophrenics. Other workers have also claimed to have found this substance, Bum-pus and Page, Fischer and Spatz. One can substantiate the argument with a variety of hypotheses and pieces of evidence, that because of a deranged catecholamine metabolism a toxic metabolite is formed. Many of these have centered around the fact that methylation reactions play an important part in the metabolism of catecholamines, and that hallucinogens are themselves methylated compounds and that the administration of monoamine oxidase inhibitors and methyl donors, (Brune and Himwich, Pollin et al.) causes a worsening of schizophrenic symptoms. Stein and Wise have postulated that in schizophrenia there is a pathological gene which by impairment of the enzyme dopamine B-hydroxyalase leads to the aberrant metabolism of dopamine to 6-hydroxydopa-mine. This is known to be a toxic substance and electron microscope studies reveal that it causes a selective destruction of sympathetic nerve terminals, but it has no action on dopaminergic terminals. Such damage would be irreversible. Electron microscope studies of schizophrenic brain could clarify whether this situation does in fact exist for it is widely stated that in schizophrenia there is no visible pathology, nor do we really know whether there is irreparable damage in schizophrenics.

It is a striking fact that schizophrenia is frequently evoked by the conditions of a stressful nature which also activate the adrenal pituitary system. Activation of this system does not involve tissue damage and is in itself suggestive that in schizophrenia there is an imbalance of metabolism. Because of the delicate equilibrium between the endocrine organs a disturbance in the adrenal function could have widespread repercussions including for example the changes in carbohydrate metabolism which have been reported in schizophrenia.

When labelled dopamine is administered 97.2%, (Goodall and Alton) can be accounted for although the metabolites do not include the aminochromes which are almost certainly capable of being formed in vivo, for all the necessary enzyme systems are known to exist. No methods at present exist for the accurate estimation of these compounds. It is interesting to note (see Altschule page 8 of this symposium) that red blood cells from schizophrenics are lysed in vitro by aminochromes.

The Adrenochrome Hypothesis Has Evolved Into The Aminochrome-melanin Hypothesis

It has been suggested that in schizophrenia there is an abnormal melanogene-sis, Greiner. This increased pigmentation in schizophrenia is not merely an effect of phenothiazine administration.

In the body dopa oxidase and copper ions are required for the conversion of di-hydroxyphenylalanine to melanin and the reaction is influenced by catecholamines and the pineal hormone melatonin, Greiner and Nicholson. It could be reasoned that D-penicillamine which is a copper-chelating agent might cause a decreased pigmentation and also an improvement in the schizophrenic symptoms. This is supported by the findings of some workers, (Nicholson et al., Helmchen et al., Maltke and Adler) whereas others, (Hollister et al., Walshe, and Affleck et al.) concluded that D-penicillamine was unlikely to be of clinical value.

The Copper Containing Enzyme Caeruloplasmin, Implicated in Schizophrenia

The copper containing enzyme caeruloplasmin has also been implicated in schizophrenia. It has been reported, (Akerfeldt) to be present in higher concentrations in the plasma of schizophrenic patients than in normals but the validity of this has been doubted, Wurtman, et al. The oxidation
of noradrenaline and 5-hydroxytryptamine by caeruloplasmin has been studied in vitro in the presence of urinary extracts from schizophrenics, (Barrass et al. 53) and in the presence of LSD which is known to have the effect in vivo of elevating brain 5-hydroxytryptamine levels and depressing brain catecholamine levels. The oxidation of noradrenaline was accelerated by the schizophrenic extracts.

It was suggested that the active factor in the schizophrenic urine might be a small heteropeptide containing a catecholamine residue. Bergen 54 also considered that a small molecule having properties resembling a catecholamine was associated with a plasma factor in schizophrenics. The relationship between these factors and pink spot is obviously of great interest, as is the relationship between the various plasma factors which have been reported, Heath and Krupp, 55 Frohman et al. 56 and cooperative study. 57

Connection Between Coeliac Disease and Schizophrenia Suggested

At the present time insufficient attention has been given to other observations which might be of importance in an understanding of schizophrenia. The suggestion by Dohan 58 that a connection exists between coeliac disease and schizophrenia is supported by the finding of a more frequent association of these in the same person and possibly the same family than would be expected by chance, (Dohan 59) the decreased incidence of schizophrenia in wartime associated with the shortage of grain, (Dohan 60) and the shorter length of stay in a hospital ward for patients maintained on a gluten free diet, Dohan. 61

Such a relationship would underline the possible importance of the intestine in the aetiology of schizophrenia which has been emphasized, (Buscaino 62) particularly with regard to the permeability of the intestine to small molecules such as peptides and the absorption of vitamins.

The successful use of vitamins in the treatment of schizophrenia, (Hoffer 63) has been refuted, (Ban and Lehmann, 64 Kline et al. 65). However the conditions laid down in the initial report have not been reproduced in detail. The length of time and level of administration of vitamins and the condition and duration of illness of the patient must obviously be considered if any valid comparisons are to be made and conclusions drawn. It should be remembered that vitamins should be "regarded as substances which bearing a quantitative relationship to the total metabolism, albeit one which does not dispose of large amounts of energy in its own right. Nevertheless it is upon this cryptic metabolic cycle of the vitamins involved in carbohydrate respiration that the dynamically greater and metabolically more obvious cycle of carbohydrate metabolism is supported," Gould. 66

Today No Unified Theory Reconciles Available Evidence

At the present time there is no unified theory which will reconcile the available evidence. The biochemical parameters which are suspect in schizophrenia are numerous, some could be primary lesions and others secondary adjustments in the functioning of the body.

It is now feasible that with present methods, pursuing the most detailed investigation of patients, under carefully controlled and defined conditions, devised to obtain a biochemical profile, our knowledge of schizophrenia should progress.

The position is complex but not hopeless. Schizophrenia is a soluble problem which will yield to intensive research of high quality, so that future generations may marvel how it was, that in the 20th century the cause of schizophrenia remained a mystery for so long.
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